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Purpose: Accurate localization of prostate implants from several C-arm images is necessary for

ultrasound-fluoroscopy fusion and intraoperative dosimetry. The authors propose a computational

motion compensation method for tomosynthesis-based reconstruction that enables 3D localization

of prostate implants from C-arm images despite C-arm oscillation and sagging.

Methods: Five C-arm images are captured by rotating the C-arm around its primary axis, while

measuring its rotation angle using a protractor or the C-arm joint encoder. The C-arm images are

processed to obtain binary seed-only images from which a volume of interest is reconstructed. The

motion compensation algorithm, iteratively, compensates for 2D translational motion of the C-arm

by maximizing the number of voxels that project on a seed projection in all of the images. This

obviates the need for C-arm full pose tracking traditionally implemented using radio-opaque fidu-

cials or external trackers. The proposed reconstruction method is tested in simulations, in a phan-

tom study and on ten patient data sets.

Results: In a phantom implanted with 136 dummy seeds, the seed detection rate was 100% with a

localization error of 0.86 6 0.44 mm (Mean 6 STD) compared to CT. For patient data sets, a detec-

tion rate of 99.5% was achieved in approximately 1 min per patient. The reconstruction results for

patient data sets were compared against an available matching-based reconstruction method and

showed relative localization difference of 0.5 6 0.4 mm.

Conclusions: The motion compensation method can successfully compensate for large C-arm

motion without using radio-opaque fiducial or external trackers. Considering the efficacy of the

algorithm, its successful reconstruction rate and low computational burden, the algorithm is feasible

for clinical use. VC 2011 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.3633897]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its advent in the early 1980s, ultrasound-guided pros-

tate brachytherapy (hereafter brachytherapy) has become a

definitive treatment option for prostate cancer—the leading

cancer among men in the United States in 2010 (Ref. 1)—

with outcomes comparable to the radical prostatectomy that

is considered as the gold standard.2–4 The goal of brachy-

therapy is to kill the cancer in the prostate gland with radia-

tion by permanently implanted radioactive 125I or 103Pd

capsules (seeds). Seed positions are carefully planned to

deliver a lethal radioactive dose to the cancerous prostate,

while maintaining a tolerable dose to the urethra and rectum.

The brachytherapist delivers the seeds using needles under

visual guidance from transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) and

qualitative assessment from frequently acquired fluoroscopy

images.5

The success of brachytherapy depends on accurate place-

ment of the seeds. However, prostate motion and deforma-

tion,6 needle bending, prostate swelling,7 seed migration,8

and human and system calibration errors can result in seed

misplacement which, in turn, can lead to underdosed regions

or over-radiation of the surrounding healthy tissue. In current

brachytherapy practice, the implant is quantitatively assessed

using CT, postoperatively. In case of major underdosing,

external beam radiation is applied as an adjunct. Intraopera-

tive dosimetry can provide the physicians with quantitative
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dose assessment in the operating room and enable them to

adjust the position and number of the remaining seeds to

compensate for the developing cold spots.9–11

Three dimensional localization of the implanted seeds,

registered to the prostate anatomy, is required for dose calcu-

lation. TRUS provides sufficient soft tissue contrast to delin-

eate the prostate boundaries. However, despite significant

efforts in seed localization from ultrasound,12–18 robust seed

segmentation in ultrasound is not yet possible. It was shown

that up to 25% of the seeds can be missed even through man-

ual segmentation of B-mode images.12

Mobile C-arms are routinely used in the contemporary

prostate brachytherapy for implant visualization. However,

the prostate cannot be visualized in the C-arm images.

Therefore, TRUS-fluoroscopy fusion offers itself as a practi-

cal solution for intraoperative dosimetry.10,19–22 In these

methods, the seeds reconstructed from C-arm images are

spatially registered to the prostate volume visible in TRUS

images. The delivered dose to the prostate is evaluated and

the plan is modified, accordingly.

The reconstruction of the implanted seeds in 3D space

from several x-ray images has been widely studied.23–38

These efforts can be categorized into two major groups. In

the first group, 2D coordinates of the seed projection centers

are identified in the images and a matching problem is

solved to identify the corresponding projections of each seed

in different images.23,25–32 These methods should be pre-

ceded with a complicated seed segmentation method to pre-

cisely localize the seed projection centroids.39–41 It is

difficult, or sometimes impossible, to localize the centroid of

each individual seed projection in an image due to presence

of hidden and overlapping seed projections (see Fig. 1).

Therefore, manual intervention is usually necessary in the

seed segmentation phase. However, even after manual inter-

vention, some seed projections can remain hidden. Although

some seed matching algorithms can address the hidden seed

problem,27–29,31,32 the performance of these algorithms usu-

ally degrades with increasing number of hidden seeds.

The second group of seed reconstruction methods consists

of tomosynthesis-based algorithms.24,33–37 The tomosynthesis-

based reconstruction methods have two advantages over

the seed matching methods. First, the matching problem in

the presence of hidden or overlapping seed projections is

inherently solved by tomosynthesis. Therefore, these methods

do not need a seed matching algorithm. Second, the

tomosynthesis-based reconstruction methods require a much

simpler seed segmentation algorithm, as they do not rely on

localization of seed projection centroids in every image. A bi-

nary image that only separates the seed projections from the

background—without localization of their centers—suffices

for a tomosynthesis-based seed reconstruction.

Tomosynthesis-based seed reconstruction is especially

attractive for reconstruction of 125I seeds, which have a

larger projection compared to 103Pd seeds. Due to their rela-

tively larger seed projections, overlapping and hidden seed

projections are more abundant in the C-arm images of 125I

implants. Therefore, seed segmentation for matching-based

reconstruction is considerably more difficult for 125I seeds.

This makes tomosynthesis, the preferred method for 125I

seed reconstruction. However, it should be noted that

tomosynthesis-based reconstructions can be used to recon-

struct 103Pd seeds without any restrictions.

Pokhrel et al.38 introduced a seed reconstruction method

based on forward projection using cone-beam CT (CBCT).

Similarly to tomosynthesis-based methods, their algorithm

does not rely on identification of seed projection centroids.

However, their method is computationally more extensive

compared to tomosynthesis-based algorithms. Also, impor-

tantly, CBCT requires a high-end digitally encoded C-arm

that is typically not available in brachytherapy. In addition,

CBCT demands many C-arm images, exposing the patient

and OR crew to more toxic radiation.

C-arm pose—the relative positions of images in 3D

space—must be known prior to seed reconstruction.

Although, external electromagnetic or optical trackers can

yield the C-arm pose,42 they are not practically viable due to

their cost and added complexity. The C-arm pose can be also

computed using radio-opaque fiducials.24,43–47 However,

fiducials require segmentation,41 may overlap with the anat-

omy of interest, occupy precious real estate in the image,

and are not part of the standard operating room.

C-arm images are generally acquired by rotating the

C-arm around the patient. In ideal cases, C-arm rotation

angles can yield accurate pose. However, in real cases,

unmeasured C-arm translational motions caused by oscilla-

tion and sagging lead to errors in the pose computation and

in turn, failure of seed reconstruction.

FIG. 1. A typical C-arm image of an implant showing some of the overlap-

ping and hidden seeds. Localization of the seed projection centroids for

hidden or overlapping seeds is difficult or sometimes impossible for seed

segmentation methods.
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Researchers have developed approaches to reconstruct

the seeds and use them to improve the pose computation,

iteratively.25,48,49 In these methods, the seeds are recon-

structed in 3D using an initial estimate of the pose. Then, a

motion compensation method uses the reconstructed seeds to

compensate for the errors in pose computation. In Ref. 49,

we compensated for 2D translational motion of the C-arm

using the reconstructed seeds, in a matching-based recon-

struction scheme. The initial pose was obtained from meas-

urements of C-arm rotation angles without external trackers

or fiducials.

The aforementioned motion compensation methods,

including our own work,49 were all developed for matching-

based seed reconstruction and hence, cannot be applied to a

tomosynthesis-based reconstruction method. Lee et al.37

were the first to use a motion compensation method within a

tomosynthesis-based reconstruction. They used a radio-

opaque tracking fiducial [called FTRAC Ref. (46)] to ini-

tially estimate the pose of a C-arm. At the beginning, three

images with the best corresponding pose computation qual-

ity—based on the residual error of the pose recovery using

FTRAC—were used to reconstruct some candidate seeds.

Then, the reconstructed candidate seeds were used to

improve on the pose and calibration parameters for the

remaining images in a process they called “autofocus.”

Finally, the seeds were reconstructed using all the images. If

FTRAC is not used, the quality of the initial pose computa-

tion is not known. Therefore, the three images with the best

pose cannot be selected to initialize the reconstruction. In

addition, without FTRAC, a tomosynthesis-based seed

reconstruction may fail to reconstruct an adequate number of

candidate seeds for pose correction, since initial pose com-

putation may not be sufficiently accurate.

In this paper, we introduce a new computational motion

compensation algorithm for tomosynthesis-based seed

reconstruction. This method compensates for the C-arm

motion by maximizing the number of seed voxels in a vol-

ume of interest. In contrast to the previous work, this method

does not rely on reconstructed seeds to compensate for C-

arm motion. Therefore, it can be used to compensate for

large motions that prohibit initial reconstruction of a suffi-

cient number of seeds for seed-based motion compensation.

The proposed motion compensation method is especially tar-

geted for tomosynthesis-based reconstruction. Therefore, our

method inherits the advantages of a tomosynthesis-based

reconstruction—such as requiring a simple segmentation and

inherently solving the hidden seeds problem—which make it

the preferred choice for reconstruction of 125I seeds. How-

ever, this method is not limited to reconstruction of 125I

seeds and can be used to reconstruct 103Pd seeds as well.

Similarly to Ref. 49, we initialize the pose by sole mea-

surement of C-arm rotation angles. On the one hand, this

obviates the need for full pose tracking using radio-opaque

fiducials or external trackers. But, on the other hand, this ini-

tial pose estimation can fail to provide us with an adequate

number of seeds for seed-based pose correction through

tomosynthesis. As we will show in Sec. III, maximizing the

number of seed voxels in a volume of interest, without

explicit reconstruction of any seeds, surmounts this obstacle

and yields accurate C-arm pose computations for successful

seed reconstruction.

In Ref. 49, we demonstrated that by making realistic and

practical assumptions in defining the imaging protocol in ac-

cordance with clinical limitations, a 2D motion compensa-

tion scheme will result in a clinically acceptable seed

reconstruction. In this paper, we build our motion compensa-

tion on the same assumptions.

We assume that:

1. The images are taken by rotating the C-arm around its pri-

mary axis PA (yw axis in Fig. 2) in a limited angle span,

while the angle around the secondary axis (SA) is fixed

(see Fig. 2).

2. C-arm rotation angles are measured.

3. The intrinsic parameters of the C-arm, such as source to

image distance, source to center of rotation distance,

image center and image resolution are known and do not

change during the C-arm rotation.

4. Significant C-arm motions are translational motions in the

Oywzw plane and motion along xw is negligible.

Single-axis rotation of the C-arm around its PA is com-

mon practice in contemporary brachytherapy. Usually, the

PA is approximately aligned with the patient’s craniocaudal

axis. C-arm rotation angles can be measured using the device

joint encoders (if available), digital protractors or accelerom-

eters.50 Our results in Sec. III C suggest that an accuracy

of 6 1�, which is provided by C-arm joint encoders, is suffi-

cient for successful reconstructions. The intrinsic parameters

of the C-arm can be measured preoperatively. Since the span

of C-arm rotation in a clinical setting is generally restricted

to 6 10� due to space limitations, the intrinsic parameters do

not significantly change. Jain et al.51 showed that recalibra-

tion is unnecessary since small changes in the calibration

FIG. 2. Schematic of a C-arm rotating around its PA (rotation �). Rotation

� shows rotation of the C-arm around its SA. The homogeneous world coor-

dinate system Oxwywzw is centered at the center of rotation. The homogene-

ous source coordinate system Oxsyszs is centered at the source position

corresponding to each image.
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parameters do not have a significant effect on the relative

position of the reconstructed seeds. Note that we are inter-

ested in the relative position of the seeds, since the recon-

structed seeds will be registered to the prostate anatomy for

dosimetry.22

The C-arm forms a cantilever at its connection to the

body of the device. The intensifier is heavy and its weight

creates a significant torque around the connection point that

can lead to significant sagging along the z axis. In addition,

due to the length of the C-arm, forces along the y and z axes

can create significant torques around this joint (connection to

the body) and can cause oscillation in the C-arm. However,

the forces along the x axis cannot produce significant torque

around this joint. Therefore, the motion caused by the forces

along the x axis can only result in translation of the whole

C-arm and its body along the x axis. Due to the heavy weight

of the C-arm, small forces along this axis cannot cause sig-

nificant motion when the C-arm wheels are locked.

Assume that images Ii; i 2 f1;…;Mg were acquired from

a set of seeds located at sj ¼ ½sjx; sjy; sjz�T ; j 2 f1;…;Ng,
while the C-arm source positions were located at

qi ¼ ½qix; qiy; qiz�T ; i 2 f1;…;Mg, where (.)T denotes the

transpose of a vector or a matrix. It can be shown that, using

the same set of images Ii with the same rotation angles, any

C-arm source position configuration q0i ¼ ½q0ix; q0iy; q0iz�
T ;

i 2 f1;…;Mg that satisfies ðq0i � q1Þ ¼ kðqi � q1Þ will result

in a set of reconstructed seeds ðs0iÞ in which, ðs0i � q1Þ
¼ kðsi � q1Þ. In other words, a 3D translational motion com-

pensation can result in a reconstruction with an arbitrary

scale (k). If a fiducial is used, a known length on the fiducial

can be used to recover the scale.48 In order to avoid the scal-

ing problem without a fiducial, we take advantage of the

confined motion of the C-arm and assume that the C-arm

motion along xw is negligible. Therefore, we assume that our

initial C-arm pose estimations are accurate along the xw axis

(qix) and we add the constraint ðq0ix � q1xÞ ¼ ðqix � q1xÞ to

our equations.

Our assumption about 2D motion of a C-arm is an

approximation to the C-arm motion pattern. However, we

show in Sec. III, that this approximation is sufficiently accu-

rate for successful reconstruction of brachytherapy implants

and results in a negligible error in the estimation of the scale

(Table II).

In Sec. II, the methods for tomosynthesis-based seed

reconstruction and motion compensation are outlined. Sec-

tion III shows our numerical simulation, phantom, and clini-

cal results. We discuss our results in Sec. IV, followed by

conclusions and future work in Sec. V.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

II.A. Image processing and labeling

We use seed-only C-arm images to reconstruct the seeds.

A seed-only image is a binary image in which each pixel has

a value of 1, if it belongs to a seed projection and zero other-

wise. An example of such an image is shown in the left side

of Fig. 3. Note that in contrast to seed segmentation for

matching-based reconstruction methods, we do not require

the seed projection centroids to be localized. We relied on

local thresholding and morphological filtering to produce the

seed-only images as explained in Refs. 19 and 52. There are

several other methods that can be used to produce the seed-

only images.18,34,36,39–41 Therefore, we do not discuss image

processing in more details in this paper. It should be noted

that a false positive projection does not result in a false posi-

tive seed, unless there are corresponding false positives in all

the other images, and this is very unlikely to occur. How-

ever, a missing seed projection in one image, results in a

missing seed in the reconstructed seed cloud. Therefore,

manual identification of missing seed projections is neces-

sary; however, removal of false positives is precautionary.

In order to increase the likelihood of seed detection and

compensate for small pose computation errors, the seed-only

images are dilated with a disk structural element of radius r
(2–3 pixels in this work).

The dilated seed-only images are then labeled using the

connected component labeling algorithm.53 These labeled

images are later used to detect and remove false posi-

tives.35,37 More details are discussed in Sec. II D. A portion

of a labeled image is shown in Fig. 3. Note that one or more

seed projections can be associated with one label.

II.B. Volume of interest reconstruction

Figure 2 shows the geometry of a C-arm rotated around

its primary axis (PA). Every point s in the world homogene-

ous coordinate system—centered at Oxwywzw—can be pro-

jected on a point p on the ith segmented image homogeneous

coordinate system using the following equation:

p ¼
�f=qx 0 cx 0

0 �f=qy cy 0

0 0 1 0

2
4

3
5sTi

ws ¼ Pis; (1)

where sTi
w is the transformation matrix from the world ho-

mogeneous coordinate system to the source homogeneous

coordinate system centered at the x-ray source location that

corresponds to the ith image, f is the source to image dis-

tance, qx and qy are pixel spacings along the horizontal and

vertical axes of the image, cx and cy are the coordinates of

the image center and s represents the coordinates of s in the

world homogeneous coordinate system. Pi is a 3� 4

FIG. 3. Left: a dilated seed-only image, right: labeled seed-only image.
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projection matrix from the world homogeneous coordinate

system to the image i homogeneous coordinate system. The

point p has a pixel value wi(p) equal to 1, if p is inside a seed

projection and equal to 0, otherwise.

We assume a volume of interest (VOI) in the 3D space.

For every voxel v in the VOI with coordinates v in the world

coordinate system, the voxel value is defined as:

WðvÞ ¼
XM

i¼1

wiðPivÞ; (2)

where M is the number of images. A voxel is assumed to

belong to a seed cluster in 3D space, if

WðvÞ ¼ M: (3)

This means that voxel v belongs to a seed cluster, if it

projects on a seed projection in all of the images. We define

S as a set that contains all the seed voxels.

After populating the VOI, the seed clusters are labeled

using the connected component labeling algorithm.53 We

use these labeled clusters, their relation with the labeled

images, and their centers and volumes in Sec. II D to find the

seed centroids and remove the false positives.

Since we are only interested in voxels with a value of M,

we can significantly increase the computational speed for

VOI reconstruction using the following procedure.

At the beginning, all the voxels are initialized with a

voxel value equal to zero. In the first iteration, all the voxels

in the VOI are projected on the first image using Eq. (1). If a

voxel projects on a seed projection in this image, its voxel

value is increased by 1, otherwise its voxel value is kept

unchanged (see Fig. 4). The voxels that have a value of zero

after this iteration do not have the opportunity to acquire a

value of M after projection on the subsequent M�1 images.

Therefore, in the second iteration, only the voxels with a

voxel value of 1 are projected on the second image and their

voxel values are updated in the same manner. Likewise, in

the ith iteration (i � M), only the voxels with a value of

(i� 1) are projected. This decreases the number of projected

voxels significantly after each iteration and increases the

computational speed that is very important for clinical seed

reconstruction. Since every voxel is projected on M images

only, the maximum voxel value is equal to M. This forward-

projection approach removes the risk of cross-talk between

voxels that may occur in back-projection.

II.C. Motion compensation

The pose computation problem is equivalent to finding

the transformation matrix sTw in Eq. (1). This matrix can be

defined using the following equation:

sTw ¼
sRw �sRwd�

0

0

l

2
4
3
5

0T 1

2
664

3
775; (4)

where s
Rw is the rotation matrix from the world to the source

coordinate frame, l is the distance from the source to the cen-

ter of rotation, and d¼ [dx dy dz]
T is the translational motion

of the C-arm caused by oscillation and sagging. We can initi-

alize a pose estimation by measuring the C-arm rotation

angles that define sRw, and setting the unknown C-arm trans-

lational motion (d) equal to zero. The error caused by assum-

ing d¼ 0 can result in significant pose computation errors

and consequently in unsuccessful reconstructions. Therefore,

we should compensate for translational motions and improve

on our pose computation.

As mentioned, Lee’s autofocus method37 is not applicable

to our problem, due to the absence of the FTRAC. Therefore,

we propose a different motion compensation schemes.

We observed that the cardinality of S—the total number

of seed voxels in the VOI—is maximized when the pose is

accurately known. Figure 5 shows the cardinality of S as a

function of C-arm translational pose errors in the up–down

direction (along zw) and perpendicular to the plane of rota-

tion (along yw). This figure shows a simulated case, in which

the poses of 4 images are accurately known, and the errors

FIG. 4. Projection of two voxels on a seed-only image. In this projection, the

voxel value of Voxel 1 is increased by one since Voxel 1 projects on a seed

projection in this image. The voxel value of Voxel 2 is unchanged.

FIG. 5. The total number of seed voxels in a VOI as a function of pose esti-

mation errors. Errors are in the up–down direction (along zw) and perpendic-

ular to the plane of rotation (along yw).
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are added to the 5th pose. Note that the cardinality of S is an

integer-valued function.

In the motion compensation algorithm, we assume that

the position of the C-arm corresponding to the first image

(henceforth the first C-arm) is fixed in the 3D space and

compensate for 2D motion of the rest of the C-arm positions

by solving the following problem:

d�i ¼ arg max
di

Sk k;

s:t: dxi ¼ 0;

i 2 f2;…;Mg;

(5)

where k:k denotes the cardinality of a set.

Note that unlike motion compensation methods intro-

duced in the previous work,25,37,48,49 this method does not

require seeds to compensate for pose errors.

The optimization function in Eq. (5) is integer-valued.

Furthermore, it has several local maximums, as can be seen

in Fig. 5. In order to remedy these problems, we exploit the

covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-

ES).54 This is a stochastic and gradient-free numerical opti-

mization method suitable for nonlinear and nonconvex

problems.

Although we benefit from a fast forward-projection

method explained in Sec. II B, populating the VOI in every

iteration can be time consuming depending on its size and

resolution and the number of images. In order to reduce the

computational time, the motion compensation is performed

on a smaller VOI with a lower resolution. In addition, only a

portion of each image is used to populate the smaller VOI.

Rotation of the C-arm around its PA results in horizontal

motion of the seeds between images in a way that seed pro-

jections located at the top or bottom of one image appear at

the top or bottom of the other images. Therefore, we use a

narrow band from the top of each seed-only image to popu-

late the smaller VOI during the motion compensation. The

size of the VOI during motion compensation is adjusted

according to the width of the band. We also observed that

extra dilation of the band images increases the capture range

of the optimization algorithm and also decreases the number

of iterations required to obtain a sufficient motion compensa-

tion. Figure 6 shows a sample of a band image used for

motion compensation. Note that this image is more dilated

compared to the image in Fig. 3.

II.D. Seed detection and false positive removal

After motion compensation, the VOI is populated using

the improved pose computations. The seed voxels are labeled

into different clusters using the so called connected com-

ponent labeling algorithm.53 Unfortunately, tomosynthesis-

based seed reconstruction is prone to producing false positive

(FP) seeds, due to the small number of images used (see

Fig. 7). These false positive seeds should be removed before

dose calculation to avoid overestimating the radiation dose.

The FPs are generated when M cone-shaped back projec-

tions from M seed projections intersect or touch in a voxel,

which is not a true seed voxel. Therefore, the FP clusters

usually have small volumes. However, due to errors in the

pose computation (even after motion compensation) and cal-

ibration parameters, the clusters in the VOI have a wide

range of volumes as shown by a histogram of the cluster vol-

umes after motion compensation for a real patient in Fig. 8.

Indeed, some of true seed clusters can have small volumes

comparable to volume of a false positive cluster. Thus, an

FP removal method purely based on the volume of clus-

ters34,36 can also remove some of the true seeds. Lee et al.37

used an optimal coverage problem approach and a greedy

search to remove the FP seeds. They found the minimum

subset of the reconstructed seeds that covers all the seed pro-

jections in all the images. Looking at Fig. 7, one can see that

if we remove any of the true seeds from the reconstructed

seeds, we cannot cover all the seed projections in the seed-

only images. Therefore, the three true seeds are the only

subset of the reconstructed seeds that cover all the seed

projections. However, it should be noted that due to seed

projection overlap in the images, the smallest subset of the

reconstructed seeds that cover all the projections has signifi-

cantly fewer members than the number of implanted seeds.

Therefore, we use information about the cluster volumes to

add a necessary number of seeds to the covering subset to

reconstruct all the implanted seeds.

FIG. 6. A band image used for motion compensation.

FIG. 7. A false positive seed (white circle) and three true seeds (black

circles). If any of the true seeds are removed, one cannot cover all the seed

projections in the images.
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We take the following steps to identify and remove the

false positives:

1. Clusters with large volumes are separated into multiple

clusters. These clusters are generated when two seeds are

located very close to each other. Although the seed posi-

tions are planned to be at least 5 mm away from each

other, due to the seed misplacements, two seeds can be

sufficiently close to each other to form a combined clus-

ter. In this paper, we examine all clusters that have a vol-

ume greater than the median volume with a 6-neighbor

connected component labeling (the initial labeling is per-

formed using 26-neighbor connection). Usually, clusters

that are barely touching can be separated into their con-

stituent clusters. In addition, we divide the clusters that

have a volume larger than avm (a¼ 2 in this work), where

vm is the median volume.

2. The centroids of the seed clusters are calculated as seed

candidates and reprojected on the labeled seed-only

images.

3. At this point, we generate a Nt�M assignment table,

where Nt is the total number of reconstructed seed cent-

roids (N is the number of implanted seeds). Entry (i,j) of

the assignment table shows the label of the seed projec-

tion in image j where the ith seed centroid is projected.

4. If two or more seed centroids project on similar seed pro-

jections in all the images (have identical rows in the

assignment table), the one with the largest cluster volume

is saved and the rest are removed, unless the seeds are

from a separated large cluster. The seeds that are sepa-

rated from a large cluster in step 1 are marked and will

not be removed.

5. The seed centroids that project on at least one unique seed

projection in one image are marked as unique seed cent-

roids and are preserved regardless of their cluster volume.

If we remove any of these seeds, we cannot cover all the

seed projections.

6. Seed centroids that have a cluster volume smaller than a

threshold (20% of the median volume in this work) and

are not one of the unique seeds are removed.

7. The list of unique seeds is updated after removal of small

clusters. Assume Nu unique seeds are available at this

stage. The rest of the seeds share all of their seed projec-

tions with other seed centroids. Due to the seed projection

overlap (see Figs. 1 or 3), the number of unique seeds is

less than the number of implanted seeds.

8. Finally, we add N�Nu seeds with maximum cluster vol-

umes from the remaining seeds to the unique seeds to

reconstruct N seeds in total.

II.E. Numerical simulations

Four seed clouds were simulated based on four realistic

implant plans with 100, 108, 110, and 130 seeds. Seeds were

simulated as capsules with diameter of 1 mm and length of

4.5 mm, approximately equal to the radio-opaque size of 125I

seeds. The relative positions of the seed centroids were

imported from the plan. We assumed that the long axis of the

capsules is parallel to the yw axis. Seed-only images were syn-

thesized by rotating the C-arm around its PA by angles of

0�, 6 5�, and 6 10�, while the SA angle was kept constantly

at 180�. Translational errors of 0–5 mm along the yw axis with

steps of 1 mm and 0–20 mm along the zw with steps of 2 mm

were independently applied to one of the C-arm poses. All of

the five images were used to reconstruct the seeds, with and

without motion compensation. Intrinsic parameters of a GE

OEC
VR

9800 mobile C-arm were used in the simulations.

II.F. Phantom validation

A CIRS Model-053 prostate brachytherapy training phan-

tom (CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA) was used in our phantom

study. An experienced brachytherapist implanted 136

dummy stranded seeds using 26 needles, based on a realistic

implant plan prepared by a board-certified medical physicist.

A motorized GE OEC 9800 mobile C-arm was used to ac-

quire five images by rotating the device around its PA in a

20� rotation span in approximately 5� intervals. Rotation

angles were measured using a digital protractor attached to

the C-arm source casing. In order to establish a ground truth,

the phantom was also scanned with a Picker PQ5000 CT

scanner. We segmented the seeds in the CT volume by

thresholding.

II.G. Patient study

Ten patients were implanted with 100–135 (average 112)

stranded 125I seeds at the British Columbia Cancer Agency

(Vancouver, BC, Canada). The patients had a prescribed dose

of 144.0 Gy and an average prostate target volume (PTV) of

54.5 cc. For each patient, five images were taken using a

motorized GE OEC 9800. This device has a heavy intensifier

that causes significant sagging and necessitates motion com-

pensation for seed reconstruction. The C-arm was rotated

around its PA, which was aligned with the craniocaudal axis

of the patient. The images were taken at angles of

FIG. 8. Histogram of the seed cluster volumes for a real patient. Due to the

wide range of cluster volumes, a predefined volume threshold cannot

remove the FPs.
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approximately 0�, 6 5�, and 6 10�. Rotation angles were

measured using a digital protractor or the device joint

encoders. The digital protractor had a resolution of 0.1� and

the joint encoders had a resolution of 1�. The rotation angle

around SA was fixed at 180�. However, deviations of 1� were

observed according to the C-arm joint encoders. These devia-

tions were taken into account during the seed reconstruction.

The C-arm was calibrated preoperatively. We assumed

that the C-arm intrinsic parameters were constant for all

the rotation angles and patients. The seeds were reconstructed

in a 65� 80� 70 mm3 VOI with a voxel size of 0.25

� 0.5� 0.5 mm3 and image dilation radius of 2 or 3 pixels.

During the motion compensation, band images with band

width of 150 pixels and dilation radius of 6 pixels were used

for all the patients. A 65� 10� 70 mm3 VOI with a voxel

size of 1� 1� 1 mm3 was used to achieve higher speeds.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Numerical simulations

For numerical simulations, the localization error was

measured as the distance between the reconstructed and syn-

thesized seeds after a rigid registration. Figure 9 shows the

seed detection rate and localization error of the reconstructed

seeds versus the introduced pose error. As it can be seen,

motion-compensated seed reconstruction is able to maintain

high seed detection rates and low localization errors, despite

the presence of translational pose errors, while the recon-

struction without motion compensation fails.

III.B. Phantom study

The seeds reconstructed using the motion-compensated

tomosynthesis were compared with the seeds segmented in

CT after a rigid registration. Although the CT and fluoros-

copy images were taken at different times, we assumed that

the phantom deformation and seed displacements were neg-

ligible. We achieved a 100% seed detection rate with

0.86 6 0.44 mm (Mean 6 STD) localization difference

between CT and C-arm-based reconstructions.

III.C. Clinical results

For our clinical data sets, we reprojected the recon-

structed seeds on the C-arm images as shown in Fig. 10. As

it can be seen, hidden and overlapping seeds were success-

fully reconstructed. The images were meticulously inspected

for missing seeds. The seed detection rate for each patient is

reported in Table I.

Since the real positions of the seeds were unknown, we

compared our results with the results of an available motion-

compensated matching-based seed reconstruction method49

after a rigid registration and reported the registration error in

Table I.

We achieved an average seed detection rate of 99.5%,

which is a clinically excellent result. Su et al.55 showed that in
125I prostate implants a seed detection rate of above 95% is

sufficient to achieve clinically accurate dose calculations. Our

seed detection rates are above this threshold for all the

patients. The seed detection rate without motion compensation

FIG. 9. Simulation results, showing the average seed detection rate and localization error for variable pose errors. The average of seed detection rate for errors

along yw and zw are shown in (a) and (b), respectively, for reconstructions with and without motion compensation. The mean and STD of localization error for

errors along yw and zw are shown in (c) and (d), respectively, for reconstruction with motion compensation.
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was on average below 50%. This shows the necessity of

motion compensation, when only C-arm rotation angles are

measured.

We used five images for eight of the patients. For patients

9 and 10, seed detection using four images was more suc-

cessful. This was due to inaccurate rotation angle measure-

ment for one of the images, most likely caused by inaccurate

reading of the encoder or protractor while the C-arm was still

oscillating. Grzeda and Fichtinger50 used accelerometers to

measure the C-arm rotation angles with high accuracy. In

addition, the accelerometer can sense the C-arm oscillation

and send a signal to the operator when the oscillation is suffi-

ciently decayed. Therefore, using accelerometers results in

more accurate rotation angle measurement and sharper

images.

In the case of the stranded 125I seeds used in our clinical

study, the seeds in a strand are kept at a fixed center-to-center

distance of 10 mm. In order to gain more confidence in the

reconstruction results and confirm that no significant scaling

occurred, we calculated the center-to-center distance of the

reconstructed seeds in the different strands.56 Figure 11 shows

a reconstruction, in which seeds are grouped based on their

strand. Table II shows the mean and STD of interseed spacing

for all the patients. The interseed spacing has an overall aver-

age of 10.3 mm, demonstrating an insignificant scaling effect.

IV. DISCUSSION

IV.A. Large cluster separation

In a brachytherapy plan, seeds are located at least 5 mm

apart from each other. Due to a seed misplacement or migra-

tion, two seeds may be located sufficiently close to each

other to create a combined seed cluster in the VOI. In the

case of stranded seeds, two consecutive seeds cannot move

toward each other to create a combined cluster. Neverthe-

less, two adjacent seeds that are not on the same strand may

be located sufficiently close to each other to create a com-

bined cluster.

FIG. 10. Reconstructed seed centroids projected on the C-arm image.

TABLE I. The clinical results. The reconstruction rate is assessed visually based on the projection of the reconstructed seeds on the images. The difference

reports the registration error between seed locations computed using the proposed method and an available seed reconstruction method.

Patient # Number of seeds Detection rate (%) Difference (mm) mean 6 STD Dilation radius (pixel)

1 105 100.0 0.4 6 0.3 2

2 105 100.0 0.3 6 0.4 2

3 135 100.0 0.4 6 0.3 3

4 102 99.0 0.4 6 0.3 2

5 122 100.0 0.6 6 0.4 2

6 113 100.0 0.5 6 0.3 2

7 100 98.0 0.5 6 0.5 2

8 120 99.2 0.9 6 0.5 3

9a 104 98.1 0.5 6 0.3 2

10a 115 99.2 0.6 6 0.4 2

aFor patients 9 and 10, only four images were used.

FIG. 11. Reconstructed seed centroids. Seeds on the same strand are con-

nected to each other.
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Due to C-arm calibration and pose computation errors

(even after motion compensation), the seed clusters have a

wide range of volumes (see Fig. 8). In addition, if two seeds

are very close to each other, the volume of the merged clus-

ter will not be significantly larger than a single-seed cluster.

Therefore, detection of multiple-seed clusters is not possible

by using a uniform threshold on the volume.

As mentioned, 125I seeds have larger seed projections

compared to 103Pd seeds, which lead to more overlapping

seed projections in the images, which in turn increase the

likelihood of having combined clusters in the VOI. In addi-

tion, the seed density can affect the likelihood of formation

of combined clusters. Our patients had a seed density of

approximately 2 seeds per milliliter (total number of seeds

divided by PTV), with more concentration at the posterior-

peripheral region.3 In treatment plans with a lower seed den-

sity, the seeds are more separated and merged clusters are

less likely to form.

IV.B. Determination of seed dilation radius

Even after motion compensation, the reconstruction may

suffer from minor errors in the rotation angle measurement,

calibration parameters, and geometric distortion as well as

from motion along the xw axis. Since seed clusters are

formed at the intersection of rays that emanate from a seed

projection toward the x-ray source, seed-only image dilation

can decrease the effects of the aforementioned errors as it

can increase the likelihood of seed detection by increasing

the size of the seed projections. However, if the dilation ra-

dius is too large, the seed clusters will grow in size and ulti-

mately merge. Therefore, the best dilation radius should be

chosen specifically based on the pose and parameter estima-

tion errors. We used a dilation radius of 2 pixels in the nu-

merical simulations and phantom study and a radius of 2 or

3 pixels for the patient data sets (see Table I). However, it

should be noted that a fixed dilation radius of 6 pixels was

used during the motion compensation phase in simulation,

phantom, and clinical studies. Since motion compensation is

the most time consuming part of the seed reconstruction

algorithm, it is possible to use a fixed dilation radius for

motion compensation, then adjust the dilation radius during

final VOI reconstruction and seed detection. The final VOI

reconstruction and seed detection take approximately 5 s of

runtime.

A variable dilation radius can be helpful in increasing the

detection rate without increasing the large clusters. In such a

method, the dilation radius will be larger for images or part

of images that are affected more by the aforementioned

errors, while a small dilation radius can be applied where the

errors are small. Investigation on variable dilation radius is

part of the future work.

IV.C. Localization error

In contemporary brachytherapy, implants are assessed

using CT, one or several days after the procedure. C-arm

images are, however, taken during or at the end of the proce-

dure, while the patient is still in treatment position. In addi-

tion, in our case, the TRUS probe was still partially inside

the rectum during C-arm imaging, while the CT scan was

performed without the TRUS. Due to prostate swelling dur-

ing and after brachytherapy,7 postimplant seed migration,8

and probe pressure, seed positions during CT scan were dif-

ferent from the position of the seeds when the C-arm images

were taken. Therefore, CT images of the patient could not

be used to establish a confident ground truth for the position

of the seeds in 3D. For this reason, we relied on the pro-

jection of the reconstructed seeds on the images and on the

comparison with the results of another reconstruction

method to assess our reconstructions.

It was shown that a localization uncertainty of less than 2

mm results in less than 5% deviation in the prostate D90 (the

minimum dose delivered to 90% of the prostate).57,58

Although we could not measure the seed localization error

for our clinical data sets, the localization errors in our nu-

merical simulations and phantom studies were significantly

lower than this threshold.

IV.D. Computation time

We implemented our algorithm using MATLAB on a PC

with an Intel 2.33 GHz Core2 Quad CPU and 3.25 GB of

RAM. MATLAB implementation of CMA-ES algorithm

was provided by N. Hansen.59 The CMA-ES algorithm

shows faster convergence if the parameter search region is

limited. Thus, we limited the search region to 6 30 mm

along the zw axis and 6 3 mm along yw. We used the center

of mass of the seed-only images to initialize the displace-

ment along yw. Therefore, displacements of larger than 3

mm in this direction could be recovered in the simulation

studies. This search region was sufficiently large for all clini-

cal data sets.

The criterion to terminate the optimization was set to

2000 function evaluations. This resulted in a constant recon-

struction time of approximately 1 min per patient (excluding

the production of seed-only images). Our code was not opti-

mized for computational speed. We expect to gain faster per-

formance using an optimized Cþþ implementation. Band

images and a smaller VOI with lower resolution were used

during the motion compensation phase to decrease the

TABLE II. The mean and STD of the distance between two consecutive seeds

on a strand.

Patient # Seed spacing (mm) mean 6 STD

1 10.3 6 0.4

2 10.3 6 0.3

3 10.3 6 0.3

4 10.3 6 0.3

5 10.3 6 0.5

6 10.2 6 0.4

7 10.4 6 0.6

8 10.0 6 0.5

9 10.4 6 0.3

10 10.2 6 0.4

Overall 10.3 6 0.4
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computation time. Investigation on the optimal image band

width and the size and resolution of the VOI for the least

computational cost are part of our future work.

On our patient data sets, we achieved an average seed

detection rate of 99.5% with computational time of approxi-

mately 1 min per patient. Similar detection rates were

reported using previously published tomosynthesis-based

reconstruction methods. In particular, Lee et al.37 reported an

average detection rate of 98.8% in approximately 100 s per

patient and Brunet-Benkhoucha et al.36 reported an average

detection rate of 96.7% with 36.5 s average computational

time. Brunet-Benkhoucha et al. used a radiotherapy simula-

tor, which is a precisely calibrated and accurately tracked de-

vice. Hence, they did not require motion compensation.36 As

discussed before, Lee et al.37 used the FTRAC (Ref. 46) to

initialize a pose estimation and also choose the best images to

reconstruct some seeds for seed-based motion compensation.

The same radio-opaque fiducial was also used by Jain et al.,30

Kon et al.,31 and Lee et al.32 to reconstruct the seeds using a

matching-based approach. In these works, the pose computa-

tion accuracy provided by the FTRAC was sufficient for high

detection rates without motion compensation. As mentioned,

employing such a fiducial requires an additional segmentation

task. Furthermore, image acquisition in presence of this fidu-

cial is more complicated in order to avoid an overlap between

the fiducial image and the seed projections.

In our previous work,49 we achieved an average seed

reconstruction rate of 98.5% with average computational

time of 19.8 s per patient using three images in a motion-

compensated matching-based reconstruction. Although the

detection rate in the current paper is only slightly better than

our previous work, the true advantage of the current work is

in enabling motion compensation with tomosynthesis-based

reconstruction. As discussed earlier, matching-based seed

reconstruction methods require a more complicated seed

segmentation algorithm as they require the seed projection

centroids, which are difficult to localize in the presence of

hidden and overlapping projections. Especially for 125I seeds

that have relatively longer seed projections, overlapping

seeds are more common in the projection images. For this

reason, in our previous work, we relied on manual seed seg-

mentation which is a time consuming task. Compared to

matching-based reconstructions, tomosynthesis-based recon-

struction methods require a simple image processing step to

separate the seed projection regions from the background.

Therefore, our current work introduces an alternative solu-

tion for seed reconstruction, which is especially attractive

for reconstruction of 125I seeds. We should emphasize that

the motion compensation method proposed in our previous

work is not applicable to tomosynthesis.

As mentioned in Sec. II C, rotation of the C-arm around

its PA results in horizontal movement of the seed projections

between images. If the C-arm rotates around its SA, the seed

projections move along vertical lines in the images. There-

fore, vertical bands from the sides of the images can be used

for motion compensation. Similarly to our case, the motion

in the up–down direction and perpendicular to the plane of

rotation should be compensated.

We used the constant center-to-center distance of the

stranded seeds to show that no significant scaling occurred.

However, the motion compensation and reconstruction

methods do not rely on any information limited to stranded

seeds. Therefore, we expect similar performance for non-

stranded seeds.

The motion compensation method can be extended to use

more images at the expense of computational time. Increas-

ing the number of images can reduce the number of false

positives and increase the seed detection rate. It can also

decrease the likelihood of formation of merged clusters by

decreasing the volume of seed clusters. The same effect can

be achieved by using a wider rotation span.

In our case, we assumed that the image geometric distor-

tion was negligible as we positioned the C-arm to capture

the seed projections close to the center of the image. How-

ever, correction of the geometric image distortion can

increase the seed detection rate and improve the localization

accuracy. Although image distortion is pose dependent, Jain

et al.51 showed that in small rotation spans, the correction

parameters obtained from an image acquired in the center of

the rotation span can considerably correct for the distortion

of all the images with insignificant relative deviation in

reconstructed seed positions.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a computational 2D motion compensation

algorithm for tomosynthesis-based seed reconstruction from

C-arm images. We initialized the C-arm pose using sole

measurements of rotation angles, and we compensated for

C-arm motions in the up–down direction and perpendicular

to the plane of rotation by maximizing the number of seed

voxels in the volume of interest. Our method does not

require reconstructed seeds for motion compensation. There-

fore, it can be used to recover from severe pose errors that

inhibit reconstruction of a sufficient number of initial seeds.

In a clinical study on ten patients, we measured the C-arm

rotation angle around its PA using a digital protractor and

C-arm joint encoders. Seed reconstruction with motion com-

pensation achieved an average seed detection rate of 99.5%,

which is a clinically excellent result, with a 1 min per patient

reconstruction time. We also achieved 100% seed detection

rate with 0.86 6 0.44 mm localization error in a phantom

study.

Our motion compensation algorithm obviates the need for

full pose tracking with radio-opaque fiducials or other exter-

nal trackers. Considering the simplicity of implementation

and high seed detection rates, our algorithm appears to be

feasible for clinical application.

Two dimensional motion of the C-arm was an essential

assumption in this work. Extension of our motion compensa-

tion to 3D and removing the scaling effect using the inter-

seed spacing are part of the future work.
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